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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9826121A1] The device for knotting pearl necklaces has a first holder (16) for a pearl (35) mounted on a thread (36) and secured by
a knot, wherein the holder (16) has a slit which is opened on one side to enable lateral insertion of the thread (36). Said device has also a loop-
forming device (11) comprising a first finger (12) which is mounted at a distance from the first holder (16), and a catching device (13) which can
be pivoted around an axis (9) located closer to the finger (12) than to the catching device (13). The pivoting angle is such that when the catching
device (13) pivots, a first section (36b) of the thread (36) taken up thereby passes in front of a second section (36a) of the thread (36) extending
between the first holder (16) and the finger (12). The inventive device further includes a loop holder (19) in the form of a second finger extending
perpendicular to the pivoting plane of the catching device (13). The loop holder can be moved back and forth from a first rest position and a second
operating position. In its operating position, said holder engages in the intermediate area between a second (36a) and a first (36b) section of the
thread which passes in front of the second section (36a) keeping open the loops formed by the pivoting catching device (13). The holder can also be
moved perpendicular to its longitudinal direction. Also provided in the inventive device is a passage (42) traversing the pivotal plane in the pivoting
area of the catching device (13), by means of which the open end of the thread (36) can be introduced. Further, a second holder (28) is provided
with a second slit located approximately at the same level as the first slit and comprising an opening on one side close to the one-sided opening of
the first slit, wherein a misalignment between both holders (16, 28) is provided and is adjusted according to the mobility of the second finger (19) so
that the second finger (19) when seen from the position of the pearl to be knotted (35), can be shifted from a position behind the first holder (16) into
a position in front of the second holder (28).
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